Simulated Thermohaline Fingerprints in Response to Different Greenland-Scotland Ridge and Fram Strait Subsidence Histories
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Abstract Changes in ocean gateway configuration can induce basin-scale rearrangements in ocean current characteristics. However, there is large uncertainty in the relative timing of the Oligocene/Miocene subsidence histories of the Greenland-Scotland Ridge (GSR) and the Fram Strait (FS). By using a climate model, we investigate the temperature and salinity changes in response to the subsidence of these two key ocean gateways during early to middle Miocene. For a singular subsidence of the GSR, we detect warming and a salinity increase in the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean. As convection sites shift to the north of Iceland, North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) is formed at cooler temperatures. The associated deep ocean cooling and upwelling of deep waters to the Southern Ocean surface can cause a cooling in the southern high latitudes. These characteristic responses to the GSR deepening are independent of the FS being shallow or deep. An isolated subsidence of the FS gateway for a deep GSR shows less pronounced warming and salinity increase in the Nordic Seas. Arctic temperatures remain unaltered, but a stronger salinity increase is detected, which further increases the density of NADW. The increase in salinity enhances the contribution of NADW to the abyssal ocean at the expense of the colder southern source water component. These relative changes largely counteract each other and cause a negligible warming in the upwelling regions of the Southern Ocean.

1. Introduction

Changes in ocean gateway geometry play a key role in global climate evolution throughout the Cenozoic (65 Myr ago to present) (Bartoli et al., 2005; Elsworth et al., 2017; Haug & Tiedemann, 1998; Stärz et al., 2017). Deep-water formation in the northern high latitudes is a key driver of the global ocean circulation as well as global climate (Aagaard & Carmack, 1994; Jakobsson et al., 2007). The formation of Atlantic-Arctic gateways (i.e., Fram Strait [FS], Greenland-Scotland Ridge [GSR]) drives northward-directed oceanic heat transport (Stärz et al., 2017). The geometrical widening/subsidence of the northern gateway configuration drove water mass and large-scale circulation changes (Jakobsson et al., 2007; Wright & Miller, 1996). In this context, a threshold in ocean gateway depth, that is linked to the effect of wind mixing (Stärz et al., 2017), is an important parameter. Intensive glaciations at the Earth’s polar region during the Cenozoic have been linked to the opening of the ocean gateways (Knies & Gaina, 2008). Geological data indicate that the Barents Sea region is subaerially exposed during most of the Cenozoic (Butt et al., 2002; Hutchinson et al., 2019). In the critical time period during Oligocene/Miocene transition, FS was the only deep-water connection of the Arctic with the World Oceans (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013; von Appen et al., 2015). Consequently, the continuous opening of the FS played a crucial role in ocean dynamics of the Arctic Ocean and therefore in the evolution of the northern polar region (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013; Jakobsson et al., 2007; Jokat et al., 2016). This also likely caused an intensification of the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation (Knies et al., 2014). The ventilation of the Arctic Ocean was established with the opening of FS to a critical width (about 40–50 km) that allowed entrance of saline Atlantic waters to the Arctic and supplied oxygen to intermediate/deep waters (Jakobsson et al., 2007). However, further south of the FS, the GSR constitutes an ocean gateway between the Atlantic Ocean and the Nordic Seas (located between FS and GSR) (Davies et al., 2001; Stärz et al., 2017; Thiede & Myhre, 1996; Via & Thomas, 2006; Wright & Miller, 1996). The subsidence of the GSR sill depth deeper than the wind mixed layer (~50 m) strengthens the entrainment of Atlantic waters, and a bidirectional circulation across the ridge develops, creating a baseline for the final establishment of a modern prototype current system (Stärz et al., 2017). The formation of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) releases heat
to the atmosphere in the northern high latitudes (Broecker & Denton, 1989; Wright & Miller, 1996), and the progressive subsidence of GSR during the Miocene allowed increased export of NADW to the abyssal ocean (Knies et al., 2014; Poore et al., 2006). Transformation of these water masses associated with mixing and upwelling to the Southern Ocean surface is a key source of heat for summer sea ice melting around Antarctica (Gordon, 1981; Wright & Miller, 1996). Hence, changes in the relative timing of the North Atlantic gateway configuration not only are a key control for North Atlantic and Arctic environmental conditions but also bear the potential to have far field bi-polar impacts.

As yet, the relative timing of the subsidence of gateways between the Arctic Ocean and the northern North Atlantic, providing deep-water exchange and ventilation of the Arctic Ocean, has been poorly constrained by scientific drilling. Only few data exist to describe the subsidence of the GSR in great detail. Before initial GSR subsidence (~36 Ma), lagoonal circulation in the Nordic Seas restricted export of polar freshwater toward the Atlantic (DSDP Site 336; Talwani et al., 1976). Subsequently, drill samples indicate a progressive deepening of GSR around 36–31 Ma, which creates a semiclosed estuarine gateway exchange and brackish saline Nordic Seas. Around 20–24 Ma, the GSR sill is well below sea level and the wind-induced mixed layer establishing northward-directed warm North Atlantic Current flowing to the east of Nordic Seas and a southward cold East Greenland Current to the west (Stärz et al., 2017). The large knowledge gaps on the GSR subsidence, which formed by excess magma production of the Iceland plume, can only be filled by additional scientific drilling along the ridge. Standard subsidence models typical for oceanic crust cannot be applied. Plume pulsations, which might have caused a temporary uplift and/or slowed down the GSR subsidence, cannot be excluded. The situation in the FS is different. It formed by seafloor spreading between Greenland and Svalbard. A paleobathymetric model shows that the first possibility for a deep-water exchange between the North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas through GSR could have been between 15 and 20 Ma (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013). The timing for the emplacement of oceanic crust in the FS is much better constrained by geophysical data. Extensive seismic and magnetic data indicate that the FS was likely a shallow and narrow gateway close to 21 Ma (Jokat et al., 2016). Further, scientific drilling in the central Arctic indicate that the evolution of a poorly ventilated and landlocked sea to a ventilated Arctic Ocean initiated latest at ~18 Ma (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013; Jakobsson et al., 2007). Since then, the exchange of cold Arctic water and warm Atlantic water has been possible (Jakobsson et al., 2007). However, it remains a challenge to better constrain the relative timing of both northern gateways in order to understand their potential climatic responses.

Here, we investigate several different cases for the relative subsidence of both the GSR and the FS. In our numerical experiments, we use a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice model to explore singular and combined effects of both gateways on ocean circulation and climate during a time interval between ~35 and 15 Ma. In our sensitivity studies, we apply Miocene (~23–15 Ma) background climate conditions (Stärz et al., 2017) as a basis and use different GSR and FS sill depths representing different possible tectonic configurations during the early to middle Miocene. Based on tectonic constraints, we interpret which scenarios are the most likely ones to provide fingerprints of characteristic thermohaline changes.

2. Materials and Methods

We apply the fully coupled Earth System Model COSMOS, which includes the atmosphere model ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003), the land-vegetation model JSBACH (Raddatz et al., 2007), and the ocean model MPI-OM (Marsland et al., 2003). The atmosphere model is used at T31 spherical horizontal resolution (~3.75° x 3.75°) with 19 vertical layers. The land-vegetation model runs at the same horizontal resolution as the atmosphere model. The ocean model is resolved at 40 uneven vertical layers and has a resolution of GR30 (3° x 1.8°). Close to the grid poles (e.g., Labrador and Nordic Seas), the spatial resolution is relatively high. The model dynamics are solved on a curvilinear Arakawa C-grid. The MPI-OM includes a Hibler-type dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model. The interactive exchange of fluxes of energy, momentum, and mass between ocean and atmosphere is performed via the coupler OASIS3 (Jungclaus et al., 2006). The climate model has already been applied for scientific questions focusing on the last millennium (Jungclaus et al., 2010), the Holocene (Lohmann et al., 2013; Stärz et al., 2016; Wei & Lohmann, 2012), the Last Glacial Maximum (Gong et al., 2013; Stärz et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2013), the Pliocene (Stepanek & Lohmann, 2012), and the Miocene (Huang et al., 2017; Knorr et al., 2011; Knorr & Lohmann, 2014; Stärz et al., 2017; Stein et al., 2016).
The model setup is based on early to middle Miocene time period (~23–15 Ma) including orography, paleo-bathymetry, and ice sheet adjustments of Herold et al. (2008). Additionally, a regional high-resolution bathymetric reconstruction comprising the North Atlantic/Arctic Ocean (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013) is implemented in our approach. The original model setup of Stärz et al. (2017) is further refined by including a more realistic regional Weddell Sea bathymetry reconstruction in the Southern Ocean (Huang et al., 2017) (Figure 1). The ocean grid cells representing the Barents Sea region have been transferred to land cells. This assumption is in better agreement with geological data (Butt et al., 2002). Therefore, the FS represents a single gateway control toward the Arctic Ocean. Other ocean gateways like the Barents Sea, Canadian Archipelago, and Bering Strait evolved after the middle Miocene. Furthermore, the Panama Seaway and Tethys still connect the ocean basins. In general, the elevation of the Antarctic ice-sheet and the Miocene orography (Rocky Mountains, Tibetan Plateau, Andes, East Africa) are reduced compared to preindustrial (PI) times, whereas the Greenland ice-sheet is absent in our Miocene setup.

In our reference simulation (MIO_450), we prescribe an atmospheric CO2 level of 450 ppm, and both gateways are fully developed (GSR depth: ~960 m; width: ~1,300 km and FS depth: ~2,500 m; width: ~500 km, Table 1). The ocean gateways are wide enough to maintain rotationally controlled exchange flows across the gateways (Pratt & Spall, 2008). We integrate the model for 4 kyr to minimize temperature/salinity trends in the deep ocean (Figures S17 to S20 in the supporting information) after initialization of the ocean from present day conditions (Figures S14 and S15). Based on this experiment, the ocean gateway sensitivity experiments are performed at various height dimensions of the GSR and FS. A list of our key model experiments including relevant model characteristics is summarized in Table 1. After model integration of at least 2 kyr, a climatological period of the final 100 yr of model simulation is used for analysis.

![Figure 1. Global topography/bathymetry reconstruction (in m) (Herold et al., 2008) which is improved by high-resolution bathymetry reconstructions comprising the Arctic/North Atlantic sector for 15 Ma (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013) and the Weddell Sea embayment for 15 Ma (Huang et al., 2014).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Exp.</th>
<th>Fram width (km)</th>
<th>Fram depth (m)</th>
<th>GSR depth (m)</th>
<th>Atmos. CO2 (ppm)</th>
<th>Length of simulation (kyrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIO_450</td>
<td>~500</td>
<td>~2,500</td>
<td>~960</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIO_FSS50</td>
<td>~500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>~960</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIO_GSR40</td>
<td>~500</td>
<td>~2,500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIO_FSS50_GSR40</td>
<td>~500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>~670</td>
<td>~2,800</td>
<td>~1,100</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. A set of 14 additional sensitivity experiments performed to collaborate our result are listed in Table S1.*
A previous study by Stärz et al. (2017) investigated the singular effect of GSR subsidence for a deep (~2,500 m depth) and wide (~500 km) FS. They found a nonlinear impact of sill depth on the Arctic Ocean circulation and water mass exchange that is mainly driven by the effect of gateway depth on mixed layer characteristics.

In our study, we apply different GSR and FS states as a representative for different tectonic settings that occur during the subsidence interval to explore singular/combined effects of both gateways on ocean circulation and climate ~35 and 15 Ma. For this study, a shallow GSR means that it was subaerial or close to the surface (<40 mbsl) for its entire length.

In comparison to PI, a stronger surface circulation is driven by more direct wind forcing due to a nonpermanent (seasonal) sea ice cover and stronger stratification (baroclinic–geostrophic forcing) in the Arctic Ocean. From a Northern Hemisphere perspective, these characteristics in MIO_450 are similar to the modeled Miocene changes in Stärz et al. (2017), although the Barents Sea region is subaerially exposed in our setup. However, based on the implementation of an improved Weddell Sea bathymetry (Huang et al., 2014), there are fundamental changes in Antarctic bottom water (AABW) formation. In particular, the southerly placed shelf break in the Weddell Sea causes an increase of AABW formation and enhanced gyre transport in the Southern Ocean in accordance with Huang et al. (2017).

Using a set of four key model simulations (Table 1), we examine the isolated impacts of the GSR and FS subsidence by changing the sill depth, starting from a shallow depth toward a deep Miocene bathymetric configuration. The different model scenarios are specified in Table 2, and the analysis is supported by 14 additional sensitivity experiments (Table S1). In ΔGSR_FSshallow, we consider a subsidence of GSR gateway depth from 40 mbsl toward a deep gateway configuration of ~960 mbsl for a shallow FS, enhancing the entrance of Atlantic waters to the Nordic Seas (Figures 2a and 2b). In parallel with GSR subsidence, the corresponding salt water exchange across the gateway largely controls the overall salinity increase at the ocean surface in both the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean (Figure 3b). We observe a cooling and unchanged salinity conditions south of Iceland. As more cold water from the polar and subpolar Arctic is advected southward, the overflow and the deep water south of Iceland becomes cooler (up to ~2 K).

In the Nordic Seas, a warming (up to +7 K) in combination with reduced sea ice cover and a salinity increase (up to +14 psu) is simulated as the GSR subsides. In the Arctic Ocean, a salinity increase (up to +4 psu) (Figure 3) and warming in subsurface water (between 100 and 1,000 m; up to +2 K) linked with reduced sea ice extent is detected (Figures 4 and 5). The convection sites shift to the north off Iceland. Therefore, deep water formation takes place at cooler temperatures. Across the GSR, relatively saline and warm water is transported north-eastwards in the near-surface/subsurface layers (upper ~500 m), while cold but fresher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List of Key Scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔGSR_FSshallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔGSR_FSdeep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔFS_GSRshallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔFS_GSRdeep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

3.1. Singular Effect of GSR Deepening for a Shallow FS (ΔGSR_FSshallow)

A singular subsidence of GSR from 40 mbsl toward a deep gateway configuration of ~960 mbsl for a shallow FS (ΔGSR_FSshallow) enhances the entrance of Atlantic waters to the Nordic Seas (Figures 2a and 2b). In parallel with GSR subsidence, the corresponding salt water exchange across the gateway largely controls the overall salinity increase at the ocean surface in both the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean (Figure 3b). We observe a cooling and unchanged salinity conditions south of Iceland. As more cold water from the polar and subpolar Arctic is advected southward, the overflow and the deep water south of Iceland becomes cooler (up to ~2 K).

In the Nordic Seas, a warming (up to +7 K) in combination with reduced sea ice cover and a salinity increase (up to +14 psu) is simulated as the GSR subsides. In the Arctic Ocean, a salinity increase (up to +4 psu) (Figure 3) and warming in subsurface water (between 100 and 1,000 m; up to +2 K) linked with reduced sea ice extent is detected (Figures 4 and 5). The convection sites shift to the north off Iceland. Therefore, deep water formation takes place at cooler temperatures. Across the GSR, relatively saline and warm water is transported north-eastwards in the near-surface/subsurface layers (upper ~500 m), while cold but fresher
water from the Arctic returns south-westwards (surface to bottom layers) along the Greenland coast and south-eastwards at deeper layers (below ~500 m) (Figures 2a and 2b; Figures S1-S2a,b, S16). This deep overflow of dense, cold water results from newly established deep-water formation sites north of Iceland. Due to enhanced inflow of salty waters and enhanced freshwater export of Arctic origin across the GSR, the Arctic Ocean starts to become more saline. Nevertheless, there is a pronounced salinity difference between the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean due to the restricted exchange across a shallow FS gateway. As NADW is formed at cooler temperatures, the associated cooling in the deep ocean (Figure 4b) and upwelling of deep waters to the Southern Ocean surface causes a cooling in the southern high latitudes (Figures 3 and 4), which is additionally boosted by enhanced westerlies (Figure 6a). As a consequence, deepening the

**Figure 2.** Salinity (in psu) and ocean velocity (cm/s) maps at the water depths of 50 m for the experiments of (a) MIO_FS50_GSR40, (b) MIO_FS50, (c) MIO_450, and (d) MIO_GSR40.

**Figure 3.** The effect of ΔGSR_FSshallow on (a) sea surface temperature anomalies (SST; in K) and (b) sea surface salinity anomalies (SSS; in psu).
GSR sill generates a cooling of up to $-3$ K in the Southern Ocean. This is accompanied by increase in perennial sea ice cover as detected in the Ross Sea (Figure 4a).

By means of three additional sensitivity experiments (listed in Table S1), we simulate the progressive deepening of GSR by stepwise changes from 40 to 500 mbsl for a shallow FS. The associated subscenarios to $\Delta$GSR$_{FSshallow}$ ($\Delta$GSR$_{100\_FSshallow}$, $\Delta$GSR$_{300\_FSshallow}$, and $\Delta$GSR$_{500\_FSshallow}$; Table S2) show the same basic characteristics with stronger magnitudes of change for a deeper GSR sill (please see Appendix A for further details).

Similar to our scenario $\Delta$GSR$_{FSshallow}$, Stärz et al. (2017) found cooling (up to $-2$ K) south of the GSR. In the Nordic Seas, a warming (up to $+10$ K) and a salinity increase (up to $+18$ psu) are observed. Furthermore, an identical warming (up to $+2$ K) but stronger salinity increase (up to $+14$ psu) are detected in the Arctic Ocean. In contrast to our scenarios $\Delta$GSR$_{FSshallow}$, they found a warming (up to $+4$ K) in the Southern Ocean, while we observe a cooling (please see section 3.3 for further details).

### 3.2. Singular Effect of FS Deepening for a Deep GSR ($\Delta$FS$_{GSRdeep}$)

An isolated subsidence of the FS from a shallow depth of 50 mbsl toward a fully developed FS depth of $\approx2,500$ mbsl for a deep GSR ($\approx960$ mbsl; $\Delta$FS$_{GSRdeep}$) provides enhanced Atlantic water inflow to the polar/subpolar Arctic and unrestricted water exchange (Figures 2b and 2c). In the south of Iceland, temperatures and salinity remain unchanged at the surface (Figure 7), but a subsurface cooling (up to $-2$ K) is observed (Figure 8b), linked with southward advection of cold water from the Arctic Ocean.

Subsidence of the FS provides enhanced circulation (Figures 9b and 9c) of saltier and warmer water from the Atlantic Ocean into the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean. We detect a warming (up to $+3$ K) and a salinity increase (up to $+6$ psu) in the Nordic Seas that are less pronounced than in $\Delta$GSR$_{FSshallow}$. In the Arctic, temperatures remain unaltered at the surface, but warming (up to $+6$ K) in subsurface water, associated with reduced sea ice cover and a stronger salinity increase (up to $+15$ psu), is detected (Figures 7 and 8). The circulation across the FS is characterized by a relatively saline and warm water that is transported north-eastwards in the near-surface/subsurface layers (upper $\approx900$ m) and at the deepest layers (below $\approx1,500$ m). Cold but fresher water from the Arctic Ocean returns southwards in the near-surface layers (upper $\approx300$ m) along the East Greenland coast and at deeper layers (between 900 and 1,500 mbsl) (Figures 2b and 2c; Figures S1; S3b,c). Due to the bulk inflow of southern source Atlantic water, the Arctic Ocean becomes more saline.

The strong salinity increase in the Arctic Ocean increases the density of NADW by entrainment. This causes an enhanced contribution of NADW to the abyssal ocean (between 2,500 and 5,000 mbsl) (Figure 8c) and at the expense of the colder southern source water component (Figures 9b and 9c). The global AABW index, as defined by the meridional circulation in the Southern Ocean between 60°S and 80°S, decreases by up to...
−0.72 Sv (Figures 9b and 9c; Figure S3b,c; Table S3). A decrease in AABW formation linked with a weakening of westerlies (Figure 6b) decreases upwelling in the Antarctic coast (Figures 7a–8b). These relative changes largely counteract each other and cause a negligible warming in the upwelling regions of the Southern Ocean (Figure 7a). By using two additional experiments (Table S1), we consider the gradual subsidence of FS from 50 to 300 mbsl while GSR is already deep. In the model subscenarios ΔFS_{100\_GSR\_deep} and ΔFS_{300\_GSR\_deep} (Table S2), similar basic characteristics as in scenario ΔFS\_GSR\_deep are detected (please see Appendix A for further details).

### 3.3. Effect of ΔGSR\_FS\_deep, ΔFS\_GSR\_shallow, and ΔGSR\_ΔFS

First, in comparison to the previous scenario ΔGSR\_FS\_shallow, we alternatively consider the impact of the GSR deepening for a deep FS sill (~2,500 mbsl) in scenario ΔGSR\_FS\_deep (Table 2). The deep FS sill in
ΔGSR_FSdeep enables the inflow of saline Atlantic water to the Arctic Ocean (Figures 2c and 2d; Figure S2) upon the deepening of the GSR. Furthermore, a modern prototype circulation across the GSR as simulated in Stärz et al. (2017) is established in ΔGSR_FSdeep. Temperature and salinity changes south of Iceland are similar to ΔGSR_FSshallow, but warming (up to +10 K) and salinity increase (up to +17 psu) in the Nordic Seas (Figure 10) are more pronounced in ΔGSR_FSdeep. In the Arctic, temperature remains unaltered at the surface, but a stronger salinity increase (up to +14 psu) is detected. These Northern Hemisphere thermohaline changes in ΔGSR_FSdeep are similar to Stärz et al. (2017), although the Barents Sea region is subaerially exposed in our setup. By using three additional experiments (Table S1), we simulate the gradual subsidence of GSR by stepwise changes from 40 to 150 mbsl while FS is already deep. The associated subsenarios ΔGSR50_FSdeep, ΔGSR80_FSdeep, and ΔGSR150_FSdeep (Table S2) show similar basic characteristics as in scenario ΔGSR_FSdeep (please see Appendix A for further details).

In the following, we consider the impact of FS deepening for a shallow GSR sill depth (40 mbsl) (ΔFS_GSRshallow) as an alternative scenario to ΔFS_GSRdeep. Temperatures and salinity remain largely unaltered south of Iceland (Figure 11). In the Nordic Seas, a salinity decrease (up to −6 psu) and cooling

Figure 6. Change of annual mean wind (m/s) in the Southern Hemisphere for (a) ΔGSR_FSshallow and (b) ΔFS_GSRdeep.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 3, but for ΔFS_GSRdeep.
(up to −1 K) is detected, in contrast to the simulated salinity increase and warming in ΔFS_GSRdeep. In the Arctic Ocean, temperature remains largely unaltered as in ΔFS_GSRdeep, but a less pronounced salinity increase (up to +5 psu) is detected and an anomalous salinity dipole between the Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas is established (Figure 11). This salinity anomaly is linked to ingress of salty waters to the Arctic Ocean and enhanced freshwater export of Arctic origin across the FS. We simulate the gradual subsidence of FS from 50 to 500 mbsl while GSR is shallow by using three additional experiments (listed in Table S1). The associated subscenarios ΔFS100_GSRshallow, ΔFS300_GSRshallow, and ΔFS500_GSRshallow (Table S2) provide the same basic characteristics with stronger magnitudes of change for a deeper FS sill (please see Appendix A for further details).

Figure 8. (a) Sea ice concentration changes, (b) zonal mean temperature anomalies (in K), and (c) zonal mean salinity anomalies (in psu) in the Atlantic Ocean for ΔFS_GSRdeep.
Finally, we consider the combined FS deepening from 50 to ~2,500 mbsl and GSR deepening from 40 to ~960 mbsl in model scenario $\Delta GSR_{\Delta FS}$ (Figures 12a and 12b). The deep sills enable unrestricted ocean water exchange across both gateways at the same time. The resulting thermohaline characteristics have the strongest concurrence to $\Delta GSR_{FS_{\text{deep}}}$, which highlights the importance of the GSR deepening as the dominant control factor. In the Arctic, temperature remains unaltered, but a more pronounced salinity increase (up to +20 psu) than in $\Delta GSR_{FS_{\text{shallow}}}$ and $\Delta GSR_{FS_{\text{deep}}}$ is detected. Furthermore, the temperature change in the Nordic Seas (up to +8 K) in $\Delta GSR_{\Delta FS}$ is within the range of these two scenarios. By means of three different model sensitivity experiments (Table S1), we examine the combined deepening of GSR from 40 to 500 mbsl and FS deepening from 50 to 500 mbsl at the same time by stepwise changes. The associated subscenarios to $\Delta GSR_{\Delta FS}$ ($\Delta GSR_{100_{\Delta FS}}$, $\Delta GSR_{300_{\Delta FS}}$, and $\Delta GSR_{500_{\Delta FS}}$; Table S2) show the similar basic characteristics with stronger magnitudes of change for a deeper GSR and FS sill (please see Appendix A for further details).

In order to analyze the synergy effect of combined GSR and FS deepening (from shallow conditions), we adapt a factor separation analysis (Stein & Alpert, 1993). According to this analysis, the synergy ($\Delta SYN$)
can be expressed by the difference of the combined sill deepening effect (ΔGSR_ΔFS) and the singular effects ΔGSR and ΔFS (Figures 12c and 12d). The synergetic effects show a warming in the Nordic Seas, which in fact should be interpreted as cooling effect of FS deepening for a shallow GSR (ΔFS_GSRshallow; Figure 11a). However, this cooling effect turns into a warming signature for a FS deepening once the GSR is already deep (ΔFS_GSRdeep; Figure 7a). Similarly, the salinity dipole with a Nordic Sea decrease and Arctic increase in ΔFS (FS deepening) is only established while the GSR is shallow (ΔFS_GSRshallow; Figure 11b). In that sense, the dipole mainly represents a redistribution of salinity across the FS, but the combined mean salinity is almost constant (~24 psu). In contrast, once the GSR is already deep, the FS deepening enables a net salinity increase in the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean (up to +15 psu, Figure 7b), which explains the strong positive salinities in ΔSYN.

4. Discussion

During the Cenozoic, the Arctic Ocean changes from a restricted freshwater regime toward a more saline modern ocean. These massive oceanographic changes are argued to be driven by the subsidence of the GSR (Stärz et al., 2017) and opening of FS (Jakobsson et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2012). The evolution of a landlocked Arctic Ocean to a fully ventilated ocean regime, characterized by a warmer ocean with higher salinities (Thompson et al., 2012; Waddell & Moore, 2008), initiated at ~18.2 Ma as a consequence of the opening/deepening of the FS (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013; Jakobsson et al., 2007; Moran et al., 2006). Previous studies (i.e., Jakobsson et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2012) suggested that the FS was narrower than the width we have considered in order to induce ventilation of the Arctic Ocean. Given a rotational control
for widths of a more than ~50 km (Thompson et al., 2012), we expect that the dynamic control for widths less than this represents a hydraulic regime. Hence, from the point of ventilation, we do not expect a big difference to Jakobsson et al. (2007) and Thompson et al. (2012) if we would apply similar widths.

The progressive deepening of both Nordic gateways permits increased export of NADW to the abyssal ocean during the Miocene. This agrees with the findings of previous studies (Knies et al., 2014; Poore et al., 2006). Transformation of these water masses associated with mixing and upwelling to the Southern Ocean surface cause a negligible warming in the southern high latitudes (Figure 7a) (Gordon, 1981; Wright & Miller, 1996). Warmer water temperatures and reduction of sea ice cover along the Antarctic coast of Southern Ocean, leading to an overall reduction in AABW production (Huang et al., 2017), are detected in $\Delta$FS_GSRdeep (FS deepening for a deep GSR sill depth). In contrast, during the mid-Miocene (~15.6 Ma), an increase in AABW production is found in the oxygen and carbon isotopes retrieved from deep-sea drill sites (Flower & Kennett, 1995; Wright & Miller, 1996), which supports the results of $\Delta$GSR_FSshallow (GSR deepening for a shallow FS) (Figures 9a and 9b). Sea surface cooling around the Antarctic coastline is linked to an increase in sea ice extent and the associated ice-albedo feedback (Huang et al., 2017). Previous investigation by von der Heydt and Dijkstra (2006) using the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) version 1.4 simulated Miocene (~20 Ma) conditions with fresher Nordic Seas than the Arctic Ocean, in agreement with the salinity dipole found in our $\Delta$FS_GSRshallow (FS deepening for a shallow GSR) scenario.

### 4.1. Geological Constraints and Model Scenarios

Seismic reflection profiles of Reykjanes Ridge (south of Iceland) show the evolution of Icelandic mantle plume activity back to 55 Ma (Parnell-Turner et al., 2014). Seismic profiles indicate a strong decline

---

**Figure 12.** Same as Figure 3, but for $\Delta$GSR_ΔFS (a, b) and the application of a synergy analysis between gateways changes (c, d).
(tectonic dormancy) in Icelandic mantle plume activity between ~55 and 36 Ma, but still with a subaerial Reykjanes Ridge at the end of this period. The GSR gateway started to form already around 36 Ma (Davies et al., 2001; Laberg et al., 2005; Stärz et al., 2017). At the time of GSR sill deepening, Svalbard was very close to North East Greenland (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013). With time, the FS gateways formed and widened as a consequence of a large strike-slip movement between Greenland and Svalbard. The geophysical data in the FS (Jokat et al., 2016) provide sound constraints that at the time when GSR deepening initiated, the FS was shallow.

The subsequent opening of FS is relatively well constrained by magnetic data that show initial oceanic crust within the FS might have been formed between 24 and 21 Ma (Jokat et al., 2016). Seismic studies in the northern North Atlantic and Chukchi Plateau, central Arctic Ocean, support the scenario that a restricted shallow water exchange between the northern North Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean is likely in this time period (Hegewald & Jokat, 2013; Jokat et al., 2008). From ~24 Ma onwards, the FS becomes deeper and wider (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013).

Further south, GSR sill is already well below sea level (below ~300 m) between ~20 and 24 Ma (Stärz et al., 2017). In combination, geological evidence and our results suggest a singular subsidence of GSR toward a deep gateway configuration for a shallow FS (∆GSR_FSshallow) is a likely scenario for the time period of around 20 ± 3 Ma (Hegewald & Jokat, 2013; Jokat et al., 2008, 2016; Stärz et al., 2017).

Jokat et al. (2008) suggest from analyzing seismic data across the Yermak Plateau that a shallow water exchange between the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean already existed well before establishment of a deep-water passage in the FS. The interpretation of magnetic and seismic data reveals that the formation of oceanic crust likely initiated in the FS at ~21 Ma (Jokat et al., 2016). A paleobathymetric model based on these regional seismic and magnetic data shows that a deep-water exchange between the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean was likely between 17 and 20 Ma (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013). As the formation of oceanic crust initiated at ~21 Ma, the FS deepened to sill depths greater than 1,500 mbsl at around 17 Ma. Scientific drilling indicates a fully ventilated Arctic Ocean from 18.2 Ma onwards allowing an unrestricted exchange of deep Arctic water and warm Atlantic water (Jakobsson et al., 2007; Moran et al., 2006). Further, progressive deepening of the GSR sill allowed increased outflow of NADW to the Atlantic Ocean through late Miocene (Knies et al., 2014; Poore et al., 2006). Therefore, subsidence of the FS from a shallow depth toward a fully developed FS depth for a deep GSR (∆FS_GSRdeep) would be the likely scenario for time period younger than 18 Ma (Ehlers & Jokat, 2013; Jokat et al., 2008; Stärz et al., 2017).

In summary, from the geophysical/geological data, we deduce that the scenarios of ∆GSR_FSdeep, ∆FS_GSRshallow, and ∆GSR_AFS are three unlikely configurations from a tectonic point of view considering relative timing of subsidence of both gateways. Therefore, we suggest the most likely scenarios that provide fingerprints of characteristic thermohaline changes based on geological evidence and tectonic constraints are as follows: Phase 1: GSR sill gradual subsidence toward a deep gateway configuration for a shallow FS sill depth (∆GSR_FSshallow) at around 20 ± 3 Ma (Jokat et al., 2016) and Phase 2: the opening of FS initiated when GSR is already deeper than ~300 m (ΔFS_GSRdeep) between ~20 and 24 Ma (Stärz et al., 2017).

5. Conclusions

By applying the climate model COSMOS, we have analyzed the impact of GSR and FS subsidence on the ocean circulation and climate during early to middle Miocene in different model scenarios. The subsidence of GSR and FS enables enhanced circulation of saltier and warmer water from the Atlantic Ocean into the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean that induces a salinization process in this region. Deepening of the GSR causes warming and a salinity increase in the Nordic Sea/Arctic Ocean and cooling in the southern high latitudes. These fingerprints of characteristic thermohaline changes in response to the GSR deepening are independent of the FS state. Furthermore, deepening of the FS gateway for a deep GSR causes less pronounced warming and salinity increase in the Nordic Seas. In contrast, unchanged temperatures and a stronger salinity increase in the Arctic and a negligible warming in the upwelling regions of the Southern Ocean are detected in our model simulations. Considering the impact of the gateways' subsidence, the GSR deepening is the dominant controlling factor for thermohaline changes.
Based on the geological/geophysical constraints, we conjecture that a tectonic situation with a progressive GSR deepening for a shallow FS sill depth configuration is the most likely Eocene to Miocene scenario ($\Delta$GSR$_{FSshallow}$). The deepening of FS initiated when GSR was already becoming deep ($\Delta$FS$_{GSRdeep}$). In contrast, deepening of the FS for a shallow GSR ($\Delta$FS$_{GSRshallow}$) and GSR deepening while the FS is already deep ($\Delta$GSR$_{FSdeep}$), as well as the combined deepening of both gateways at the same time ($\Delta$GSR$_{AFS}$), are unlikely scenarios.

Future data from upcoming drilling projects can use our scenarios and these characteristic thermohaline changes as basis for various interpretation models to test and further our understanding of the high-latitude climate evolution by superposed gateway changes.

**Appendix A: Effect of GSR and FS Deepening at Different Sill Depths (Subscenarios)**

An isolated subsidence of GSR from 40 to 500 mbsl by stepwise changes for a shallow FS ($\Delta$GSR$_{100}$$_{FSshallow}$, $\Delta$GSR$_{300}$$_{FSshallow}$, and $\Delta$GSR$_{500}$$_{FSshallow}$; Table S2) shows the same basic characteristics in salinity as $\Delta$GSR$_{FSshallow}$ with stronger magnitudes of change for a deeper GSR sill (Figure S5). The sea surface temperature changes in the North Atlantic/Arctic appear to steadily become stronger with increasing sill depths. In the model subscenario $\Delta$GSR$_{100}$$_{FSshallow}$, we observe a strong cooling (up to $-4$ K) in the Southern Ocean (Figure S4). On the other hand, in $\Delta$GSR$_{300}$$_{FSshallow}$ and $\Delta$GSR$_{500}$$_{FSshallow}$, we detect less pronounced cooling (up to $-2$ K) in the Southern Ocean.

By means of two different model sensitivity experiments (Table S1), we consider the gradual subsidence of FS from 50 to 300 mbsl while GSR is already deep. The associated subscenarios to $\Delta$FS$_{GSRdeep}$ ($\Delta$FS$_{100}$$_{GSRdeep}$ and $\Delta$FS$_{300}$$_{GSRdeep}$) show similar basic characteristics in salinity with stronger magnitudes of change for a deeper FS sill (Figure S7). In the model subscenario $\Delta$FS$_{100}$$_{GSRdeep}$, we detect minor warming (up to $+1$ K) in the Nordic Seas and cooling (up to $-2$ K) in the Arctic Ocean. On the other hand, in $\Delta$FS$_{300}$$_{GSRdeep}$, we observe warming (up to $+2$ K) in the Nordic Seas and a negligible cooling (up to $-1$ K) in the Arctic Ocean. We also observe a negligible warming in the upwelling regions of the Southern Ocean (Figure S6).

We simulate the gradual subsidence of GSR by stepwise changes from 40 to 150 mbsl while FS is already deep in three subscenarios ($\Delta$GSR$_{50}$$_{FSdeep}$, $\Delta$GSR$_{80}$$_{FSdeep}$, and $\Delta$GSR$_{150}$$_{FSdeep}$). They show similar basic characteristics as in scenario $\Delta$GSR$_{FSdeep}$ discussed in section 3.3 (Figures S8 and S9).

The associated subscenarios to $\Delta$FS$_{GSRshallow}$ (discussed in Section 3.3; $\Delta$FS$_{100}$$_{GSRshallow}$, $\Delta$FS$_{300}$$_{GSRshallow}$, and $\Delta$FS$_{500}$$_{GSRshallow}$) provide the same basic characteristics with stronger magnitudes of change for a deeper FS sill (Figures S10 and S11).

By using three different subscenarios ($\Delta$GSR$_{100}$$_{AFS100}$, $\Delta$GSR$_{300}$$_{AFS300}$, and $\Delta$GSR$_{500}$$_{AFS500}$), we examine the combined deepening of GSR from 40 to 500 mbsl and FS deepening from 50 to 500 mbsl at the same time by stepwise changes. They show the similar basic characteristics in salinity (Figure S12). In the model subscenario $\Delta$GSR$_{100}$$_{AFS100}$, we observe a weak warming (up to $+1$ K) in the Nordic Seas and unaltered Arctic Ocean (Figure S13). On the other hand, in $\Delta$GSR$_{300}$$_{AFS300}$, we detect warming (up to $+4$ K) in the Nordic Seas and cooling (up to $-1$ K) in the Arctic Ocean. We also observe a stronger cooling (up to $-5$ K) in the Southern Ocean (Figure S12). Again, in $\Delta$GSR$_{500}$$_{AFS500}$, we observe a stronger warming (up to $+6$ K) in the Nordic Seas and a little cooling in the Arctic Ocean. We detect a threshold in temperature for subscenario $\Delta$GSR$_{300}$$_{AFS300}$ (Figure S13).
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